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Abstract—Exposed Buffer Architecture addresses the problem
of creating a programmable service platform for the digital
continuum by reexamining the particular form of virtualization
that is inherent to the Internet architecture. In the Internet stack
below the Network Layer, the Link layer models services that
are local to network nodes, or that connect them in local area
networks. Aggregating these low level resources in the imple-
mentation of IP to create wide area services serves two different
purposes: 1) It virtualizes local services, enabling interoperability
through the adoption of a common model, and 2) It hides the
topology of local infrastructure. The main premise of Exposed
Buffer Architecture is that we can separate these two tasks,
addressing the first with an invariant system model that provides
a highly general, programmable platform for transcontinuum
services, enabling a variety of approach to address the second.

I. INTRODUCTION

Three trends are combining to produce the impression
that we are in the midst a technological sea change. First,
there is the explosive growth in the number, diversity, and
pervasiveness of digital devices and systems across the entire
range of human activity. This emerging landscape has come
to be called the “computing . . . ” or “digital continuum” [1].
The second trend, closely tied to the first, is the ongoing,
exponential increase in the volume of data being generated
outside of data centers and commercial clouds in the data
periphery, i.e., in the vast expanse of the digital continuum that
extends from the border of the data center to extreme edges
of the network. Finally, there is the arrival of revolutionary
new techniques for machine learning and AI that automate
the improvement of the empirical rules that enable us to
control these systems and make them serve our purposes.
This confluence of factors has led to a search for a new
paradigm for network computing. Below we describe the
Exposed Buffer Architecture (EBA), which offers a radical new
approach to combining storage, networking and computing in
a converged platform for creating ubiquitous services on the
digital continuum.

Computing on memory-resident data and store-and-forward
networking both require memory and processor cycles. Thus
a “services everywhere” vision of a smart and data-intensive
digital continuum can only be based on a distributed platform
that somehow converges computing, networking, and storage.
The idea that computing and networking could and would
converge has been a constant theme of the Internet era, from

Sun Microsystem’s “the Network is the Computer” in the
1980’s, down to the “converged infrastructure” and “hyper-
converged infrastructure” that are now staples of marketing
to data centers. In his prescient analysis of the convergence
of computing and telecommunications, David Messerschmitt
pointed to the way in which industries based on networked
applications (e.g., telephony, video, data), and which had
emerged as vertically integrated “stovepipes” or “silos” built
on dedicated infrastructure, were seeing the boundaries be-
tween them dissolved. Messerschmitt attributed this trend to
the broad adoption of common interfaces for layered middle-
ware services — “horizontal integration”— that all could build
on [2]. The most important factor in this momentous “Internet
convergence” was the near universal adoption in the 1990’s of
the Internet protocol (IP) as a spanning layer for networking.

A spanning layer is a common interface implemented across
an infrastructure in order to provide a homogeneous way
of using the heterogeneous resources in the layers beneath
it, while also facilitating the adoption of standard protocols
and interfaces above it [3]. Following in this tradition, we
believe the main problem in creating a viable platform for
service creation and innovation on the digital continuum lies
in the design of a successful spanning layer that converges
the computing, networking, and storage/memory silos we
now take for granted. In other words, building a “services
everywhere” digital continuum means desiloing cyberspace.

EBA is based on the observation that networking, processing
and storage are higher level services whose implementations
are all comprised of operations on persistent buffers (see
Figure 1). But even if, because of this fact, all of these services
could be expressed in terms of a common primitive buffer
service, why should we try to do so? Our primary motivation
is to define an architecture for a shared infrastructure for the
implementation of services on the digital continuum that span
those traditional ICT silos and that will be as widely used as
possible for as long as possible. According to our analysis, the
key to achieving such a vision is a spanning layer for EBA
that maximizes “deployment scalability.”

Deployment scalability is a term that denotes the tendency
of a spanning layer to be widely and willingly adopted in ways
that span boundaries (what one might call ”viral growth”) [4].
Another way of characterizing deployment scalability is that
it means that adoption of the spanning layer offers benefits
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that outweigh those of using a specialized interface. The
Deployment Scalability Tradeoff (DST) is a principle which
tells us that there is a correlation between the deployment
scalability of a spanning layer and the degree to which it is
logically weak, simple, general and limited in its allocation of
resources. In designing EBA, we have used this principle as
a tool for analyzing the effect of different design choices on
the deployment scalability of the common buffer service at its
foundation.

Another part of the problem is that a successful spanning
layer is a double edged sword. On one hand, the community
of interoperability it creates will, as its deployment scales
up, generate positive network effects and innovations that
benefit a huge community users. On the other hand, as the set
of adopters grows, the interface becomes progressively more
ossified and the costs of choosing alternatives get ever higher.
This downside of spanning layer success was highlighted in
2005 by leaders of the networking research community in an
impassioned call to “[Overcome] the Internet Impasse through
Virtualization” [5]. These researchers noted that the current
Internet architecture had become so deeply entrenched that
proposed substantial changes (e.g., for security and QoS) were
effectively undeployable in real world environments, even for
the purposes of experimentation and testing. Consequently,
Internet Service Providers were being forced to deploy a
diverse ensemble of “. . . ad hoc work-arounds, many of which
violate the canonical architecture (e.g., middleboxes) . . . in
order to meet legitimate needs that the architecture itself could
not. These architectural barnacles . . . may serve a valuable
short-term purpose, but significantly impair the long-term flex-
ibility, reliability, and manageability of the Internet.” Fifteen
years later, this “impasse,” or state of stagnation in network
innovation, remains essentially unchanged [6].

II. TWO PERSPECTIVES ON CONVERGENCE

The guiding idea of EBA is to overcome the Internet
impasse by going under it, i.e., by putting the EBA spanning
layer beneath the specific virtualization that is inherent to
the Internet architecture. In the Internet stack below the
Network Layer, the Link layer models services that are local
to network nodes, or that connect them in local area networks.
Aggregating these low level resources in the implementation
of IP to create wide area services has two different purposes:

• It virtualizes the variety of local services, enabling inter-
operability through the adoption of a common model.1

• It hides the complex and dynamic topology and behavior
of local infrastructure by providing an abstraction that
restricts client visibility into local resources.

The premise of EBA is that we can separate these two tasks.
First we define a local virtualization of lower layer services
and resources (including storage and processing) to enable

1In this context the meaning of virtualize is ”to transform into a computer-
generated version of itself which functions as if it were real”, not necessarily
the related meaning of ”creating multiple computer-generated versions of
itself”.

interoperability. Then this local virtualization enables hetero-
geneity of higher level services, to be defined at the Network
layer. This preserves interoperability of implementation while
avoiding the “ossification” that comes from imposition of a
uniform abstraction at the Network layer; global forwarding
becomes a choice, not an intrinsic necessity.

Fig. 1. Buffers, i.e. mechanisms for data persistence, are used to implement
abstractions across the storage, networking, and computing stovepipes. The
common service layer of the EBP platform exposes a generic interface to
buffers.

As its name suggests, the design of the Local layer vir-
tualization on which EBA builds focuses on the buffer, a
data persistence resource of limited size that captures values
generated by adjacent devices within a system and holds them
until they can be delivered to others (perhaps with very low
latency). Buffers are the fundamental building block of all
sequential digital circuits. Familiar higher level abstractions,
such as data storage, movement and computation, are imple-
mented using them (Figure 1). For example, if we analyze
the implementation of the process abstraction, we find that
it consists of the management of state stored in buffers of
different size and characteristics (e.g., registers and pages).
From this point of view, packets delivered end-to-end and
processes that transform data on a single node are closely
related, and can be unified by expressing them both in terms
of a generic buffer abstraction. The buffer abstraction also
applies to storage at the block or object level, completing the
three-way convergence.

Thus EBA can account for all of the resources of the
network node, including the storage and processing resources
(normally excluded in representations of the “network stack”)
which are used for system configuration and the calculation
of forwarding routes. The hypothesis on which EBA is based
is that higher level operations can be implemented with the
greatest level of flexibility and efficiency by expressing them
in terms of primitive buffer operations and then aggregating
those operations explicitly to create higher level services.



EBA exposes the storage and computational resources that
are now used to implement datagram delivery, but which are
hived off from other mechanisms and policies by the adoption
of the Internet spanning layer. In doing so, EBA defines a
converged infrastructure model in which transfer, persistence
and processing functions can be combined freely to enable
a wide variety of programmable and stateful services and
protocols.

The alternative perspective on convergence is the current
siloed approach: construct higher level abstractions that en-
capsulate their constituent buffers and operations on them and
then compose those abstractions in overlays or middleboxes
(either physical or virtual). For instance Network Function
Virtualizaiton (NFV) seeks to provide routing configurability,
programmability and stateful services by marrying end-to-end
datagram delivery with some form of process management [7].

EBA is a much more direct approach which uses the
fact that datagrams are not physical entities but abstractions
(distributed processes) that aggregate local operations on local
buffers along a path. Processes running on intermediate nodes
are also abstractions of operations performed on memory
pages implemented through instruction execution. Rather than
seeking to combine ICT silos through the creation of a high
level overlay, EBA enables the implementation of services
from a small number of general and interoperable of buffer
operations. Defining an infrastructure in terms of buffer op-
erations rather than higher level silos of storage, networking
and computation provides a more direct path to convergence
of those silos.

III. EXPOSED BUFFER ARCHITECTURE

While EBA posits that all computer systems can be ex-
pressed as the aggregation of operations on a generic ab-
straction of persistent data buffers, such buffers have many
implementation technologies, come in different sizes, are
connected to other buffers in different ways, and have a
variety of transformative operations defined on them. The
smallest buffers typically considered in the design of large
scale systems are single bit cells, and the largest are contiguous
storage extents consisting of gigabytes. Connectivity ranges
from the inputs and output paths of FIFO buffers to highly
interconnected local area networks. Storage duration might
be measured in microseconds or in years. Transformation
operations range from bitwise Boolean functions to complex
pattern recognition.

Importantly, to maximize deployment scalability, the DST
principle tells us that the EBA buffer abstraction must repre-
sent the aggregation of information about fundamental device
characteristics, but without assuming characteristics that are
not strongly enabled by the underlying physical devices. The
EBA buffer service conforms to this design criterion:

• No persistent medium is unbounded, so EBP buffers can
be limited in size.

• No persistent medium is permanent, so EBP buffers can
be limited in duration.

• No persistent medium has perfect fidelity, so EBP buffers
are best-effort.

• No buffer operation has unbounded inputs or outputs
• No buffer operation can guarantee correct completion
• An operation acts on buffers that are physically colocated

or locally connected
But despite these weak assumptions, all systems can be

described in terms of a uniform abstraction of such buffers and
operations on them, and many can be implemented using in-
teroperable mechanisms, (subject to performance constraints).
The set of primitive functions required is small:

• allocation of a buffer,
• storage and retrieval of data in a buffer over time,
• transfer of data between locally connected buffers, and
• transformation of data in a set of buffers that have some

common locality
From this point of view, a datagram is characterized as the

transfer of data from an originating buffer, through a series of
buffers either internal to network nodes or connecting buffers
in adjacent nodes, to eventually reach a destination buffer.
Forwarding is a local operation that connects input and output
buffers, or connects those buffers to the memory pages of
the router. Computation and processing, on the other hand,
can be characterized as the local transformation of a set of
buffers that implement the pages of a process address space,
including the stored program. Some of those buffers may
reside in an operating system, and may be shared in the im-
plementation of multiple concurrently active processes. Other
buffers are special purpose registers or memories (e.g., caches)
connected directly to fixed datapaths and control functions.
Such specialized and optimized implementation interferes with
interoperability, but these elements are still recognizable as
buffers (see Figure 1).

Conventional implementation strategies distinguish data-
grams in flight from the pages of an executing process in
ways that then require complex workarounds to allow them to
be combined. In ”middleboxes” or Network Function Virtual-
ization, a datapath is created from the datagram forwarding
path to the address space of processes implemented using
timeslices of a conventional ISA. These timeslices implement
complex compound operations on the state of the process and
the datagram.

NFV implements a restrictive datapath in order to maintain
the performance of one function, datagram forwarding, while
enabling the possibility of additional network processing.
Exposed Buffer Processing (EBP) is an approach that first
maximizes generality and interoperability and only then con-
siders how performance can be achieved, either through the use
of optimizations that leverage converged network resources
(data logistics) or by optimization and possibly acceleration
along the fast datagram forwarding path.

IV. EXPOSED BUFFER PROCESSING

Exposed Buffer Architecture is a general approach to the
design of systems, and applies to many implementation strate-
gies at many scales. For example, one interpretation of RISC



architecture is that in decomposing multi-cycle operations into
micro-operations connected by explicit register operations, it
is an application to datapaths within a processor of the same
approach suggested by Exposed Buffer Architecture. On a dif-
ferent scale, the use of replicated servers in Content Delivery
Networks accompanied by topology-aware DNS resolution is
also an application of Exposed Buffer Architecture, albeit one
that is then hidden from end users through spoofing of the
URL display in browsers.

Exposed Buffer Architecture [8] adopts a model in which
resources that implement persistence and transformation of
buffers local or adjacent to a node are recognized as resources
of the physical layer. The layer above the physical layer
(a generalized ”local layer”) implements a virtualization of
those general resources through a minimal API or local area
protocol. As described above, the EBP service defines a means
of allocating, transferring and transforming data buffers using
resources local to the node or within a LAN. That can be
thought of as a passive execution mechanism similar to the
datapath of a processor, but extending to transfer among
adjacent nodes. We call the infrastructure that implements
this primitive EBP service, which is a generalization of the
Link Layer of the Internet stack, the data plane. In the
Exposed Buffer Architecture, all services with greater levels of
functionality are composed by aggregating the primitive EBP
service in the the control plane, which is a generalization of
the Internet’s Network Layer (Figure 2).

Fig. 2. The EBP Layered System ”Anvil”.

A. Mapping Traditional ICT Silos to EBA

Within Exposed Buffer Architecture, a datagram is modeled
as a set of buffers that are allocated along a path of nodes
connected by local area hops. Forwarding is modeled as
a transformation of the datagram header that results in a

forwarding choice which is then the basis of an update trans-
formation to the header and a buffer transfer across a single
hop. The buffers along the path may be allocated dynamically
(FIFO buffering is interpreted as a highly transient form of
buffer allocation) or persistently (as in reservation for the
purpose of QoS).

Within Exposed Buffer Architecture, a process is modeled
as a set of buffers (pages) that can be transformed by compu-
tation on the nodes where they are allocated. Transformations
may represent operations within inputs and outputs (potentially
functional) that are executed in dataflow fashion or follow-
ing order specified by program dependences. If a process
is expressed as a stored program augmented with operating
system services (e.g., a POSIX process) then the pages of
the program are modeled as buffers and the operating system
state are additional buffers that are accessible only through
the intervention of the next higher level in the stack, which
we call the control plane. Note that in this terminology, the
Network Layer of the Internet stack is one possible service
that can be implemented in the control plane.

Within Exposed Buffer Architecture, a file is modeled as
a set of buffers (storage objects) that are allocated from
within volumes located at nodes where data is placed. Data
encoding for error detection and correction and redundancy
for performance are implemented through the control plane.
Fault tolerance and performance enhancing algorithms as well
as data migration and placement according to other policies
are similarly not implemented by the buffer service. However,
specific operations such as calculating hashes or reconstructing
data when storage corruption occurs may be implemented
within the buffer service using buffer transformations.

B. Security in Exposed Buffer Networks

The need to provide secure wide area service under the
Internet model has been a long-standing problem with no
obvious solution in sight. One reason for this lies in the choice
of end-to-end datagram delivery as the universal service that
defines the common ground of the Internet. If we consider
routers to control access to all the resources of the Internet
that are shared in the wide area, then the means by which
(subnets consisting of) routers share those resources is through
the exchange of routes (e.g., through BGP). Once a route has
been advertised to a peer, a router has little basis on which
to make admission decisions, and transit through the router is
provided to all. Transit through a router implies that it will
allocate whatever resources it has access to from the next
router on the path, in effect acting as a full proxy for the
sender.

In contrast the local buffers and operations on them com-
prise the resources of an Exposed Buffer Architecture. Secur-
ing the resources of a local node is an easier task because the
mechanisms used do not need to scale to the entire community
of network users, only to those with direct access to the node.
In Exposed Buffer Architecture, access to the resources of
non-local nodes is done through services implemented in the
control plane, through service-specific peering mechanisms



and agreements that can be specialized to the community
served. Thus, global routing need not be supported by any
service on a particular node, if it chooses not to participate
in the kind of unmediated communication service that defines
the Internet.

C. EBP in Overlay: The Internet Backplane Protocol

Exposed Buffer Processing is the name for an (as yet unde-
fined) implementation of the architecture within the current
Internet stack, although not adhering to all of its original
architectural principles (in the same way that Content Delivery
Networks do not). The current implementation of Exposed
Buffer Processing is the Internet Backplane Protocol, which
is a full overlay implementation that does adhere to Internet
principles (specifically, isolating overlay routing from Link
Layer topology information and mechanisms) [9]. As we
discuss in Section VII-A, there is an evolutionary path from
IBP to more native forms of EBP that are encapsulated within
IPv6 datagram delivery or are implemented directly on the
local layer (a so-called “clean-slate”).

IBP is implemented as a set of RPC-over-TCP calls, and
so it does not have the inherently local characteristics of
EBP (although these can be imposed using firewalls or SDN
routing). The core functionality of EBP is implemented in a
few simple and general calls:

• Allocate a buffer on a specific node, specifying the size
and duration explicitly. The client receives capabilities
(random keys) that are the only names by which the
allocation can be referenced and which also implement
per-allocation access control.

• Write data to a buffer or read data from a buffer. This
allows clients which are applications to implement higher
level operations directly.

• Transfer of data between two buffers on one data plane
node or between two by specifying the keys of both
sender and receiver. These data plane nodes must be
adjacent (reachable through Internet routing).

• Transform data stored in a set of buffers on a single data
plane node by invoking the execution of an operation
on that node. Such operations are bound to a global
namespace and must be implemented by the node through
some mechanism other than invocation. This means that
operations do not necessarily imply the use of on-demand
or mobile code mechanisms.

All of these calls and the services they implement are best-
effort, meaning that they make no guarantees of completion,
integrity or correctness either immediately or over time. All re-
source allocations, including buffer space, transfer bandwidth,
and computational resources, can be capped by the operator
of the data plane node (in analogy to the network Maximum
Transfer Unit). While data plane nodes may implement strong
services and provide guarantees, all knowledge of and control
over QoS is implemented by control plane services.

V. STRUCTURAL METADATA AND THE CONTROL PLANE

There are applications that can make direct use of the
resources of the data plane to allocation, move and transform
data. However, those functions are quite primitive and local,
and in general must be aggregated to implement abstractions
that are more easily usable by application developers. IBP
clients can also implement control plane services which they
then offer to applications or to other services.

The analogy in Networking is the aggregation of IP best
effort datagram delivery into connected TCP streams. In
computation, it is the aggregation of primitive operations or
VM time slices into orchestrated collections of threads. In
storage, it is the aggregation of disk blocks or storage objects
into file systems or databases.

The primitive resources of the data plane are named and
controlled using capabilities, which act as pointers that are
either local to a node or in the case of transfer, derefer-
enced across a LAN adjacency. These capabilities can be
organized into data structures, along with additional control-
oriented information for the purpose of implementing higher
level abstractions and functions. We call these data structures
structural metadata.

In Networking structural metadata is found in packet head-
ers and connection state. In computation, it is the process
descriptor, memory management and other control registers.
In storage, it is the inode, B-tree or other storage data structure
used to organize and access data blocks. (Figure 3)

In Logistical Networking, the data structure created to
organize structural metadata composed of IBP capabilities is
the exNode [10]. Modeled after the function of the Unix file
system’s inode data structure, the exNode aggregates multiple
IBP allocations to implement a large contiguous data extent
addressed linearly. It also aggregates redundant storage allo-
cations to implement RAID-like fault tolerance either locally
or using storage distributed across the wide area network.

The role of structural metadata is just as important in
Networking as in Storage. In the conventional Internet stack,
such metadata is distributed in packet headers as well as
maintained in TCP stream state at endpoints. In Logistical
Networking, we can use the exNode as a representation of
stored data and more transient data structures within the
control plane to represent and control data as it moves through
the network. Because of the separation between the control
and data planes in EBP architecture, structural metadata may
remain physically centralized even as it represents data that is
distributed and mobile within the data plane.

The structural metadata associated with a computational
process is typically held by an operating system in the form
of memory management data structures (page tables), task
descriptors, hardware contexts (the contents of registers) and
other miscellaneous data structures. Typically, these are ex-
pressed in terms of physical addresses and other highly local
information that ties each task to one node or to a shared-
memory environment.

When data being computed on takes the form of file-
like extents, the exNode can take on the role of a page



Fig. 3. Structural metadata in the EBA control plane uses a common interface to buffers in the EBA data plane to manage diverse operations.

table (much as in memory-mapped I/O). However as with
networking, data sometimes has to be managed or moved
during computation in ways that may be better represented by
other data structures. In cases where computation is applied
to stored data over long periods of time, it may be useful to
generalize the exNode to represent computationally oriented
data management. Examples are the localized expansion of
data (e.g. decompressed, unpacked or transposed) for faster
access or transformation).

A. Distributing the Control Plane
Separating structural metadata from ”payload” data has

a number of advantages. The metadata is typically much
smaller (less than 1% of the data data size, depending on
representation) and so can be managed flexibly and efficiently.
To the extent that EBP is implemented using a local (or
in the case of IBP, wide area) networking environment, a
centralized control plane process can manage data stored in a
large number of individual data plane nodes. This can expedite
implementation of the control plane, although the resulting
systems are limited to environments in which the data plane
is sufficiently well connected to the more centralized control
plane to enable such separation.

A further stage in the implementation of the control plane
is to enable the distribution of control functions. While this
complicates the implementation of the control plane, it also
generalizes its functionality and enables deployment in a wider
variety of network environments. A distributed control plane
is more scalable, facilitating services in which control func-
tions use more substantial resources. Even more important,
in environments where communication between local area
domains (subnets) needs to be restricted for security or policy
reasons, peering between those domains can occur through
coordination between control and data plane nodes at the
borders. Thus control plane functions can be implemented in
a more centralized or more distributed manner according to
specific performance and policy requirements.

A further evolution of the implementation of the control
plane is using data plane resources to store metadata and

to perform transformations. An example would be storing
exNodes in data plane storage allocations, represented by a
higher level exNode. That mode of storage could be supported
by data plane operations which search through the exNode
data structure and extract metadata. The categories of control
plane functions that might then be supported using data plane
resources could expand to enable the control plane to remain
less resource-intensive and thus amenable to a more compact
implementation.

VI. APPLICATION DESIGN FOR THE DIGITAL CONTINUUM

Application design in a distributed environment has many
challenges, including communication and application parti-
tioning. These two are related, because the characteristics of
communication (bandwidth, latency, reliability, security) deter-
mines the design space of application partitioning. Typically,
communication mechanisms and abstractions are designed to
meet a general notion of application requirements. Interface
and algorithm designers must then work within these con-
straints.

One direct approach that is often taken to distributed
application design is to create an articulated system, in
which the application is specified and implemented as a set
of components connected by well-defined interfaces. This
approach is popular in cases where some components are
implemented in a semi-static manner and may have to be
shared between different distributed applications. The reasons
for these constraints vary but can include those components
being implemented on small devices in remote environments.
We find these characteristics in edge computing environments.

A classic example of an articulated approach to distributed
applications is the Java applet deployed to implement a widget
operating within an HTML page. The applet deployment and
invocation mechanism is defined within the HTML standard
and implemented by Web browsers. Some applets communi-
cate with the servers on behalf of which they are deployed,
using protocols that may themselves be published or stan-
dardized. This enables the use of the applets in a variety of



applications. Such sharing of applet implementations reduces
the complexity of distributed application development and can
also result in improved deployment performance through the
caching of applet code by the browser.

In contrast to the articulated approach, a continuous ap-
proach defines an execution model that is as uniform as
possible, describing the application in terms that are more
independent of the resource topology into which it will be
mapped and specifying communication between components
more abstractly. In the extreme, a continuous approach is
completely independent of the resource topology on which
it will be deployed, specifying computing in terms of more
abstract intentions. By not explicitly mapping the application
onto the resource topology, the continuous approach requires
static tools such as a compiler or dynamic mechanisms such as
a runtime scheduler to determine and implement the mapping.
This creates a tension between the degree of continuity in the
application architecture and the performance achieved through
the use of such tools.

In the case of edge functionality, a continuous approach
could model the state of the server-resident application, the
contents of network buffers and content caches, the state of
the edge computation and the interaction with the human
interfaces all as buffers. Computation, storage and processing
would all be expressed in terms of operations on such buffers,
including movement between them over the wide area. Interpo-
sition of middlebox functionality could then also be modeled
as the introduction of buffers within the network topology.
Effective management of such a continuous buffer model
requires the application of many types of metadata by control
plane mechanisms, including some that may be manually con-
figured, obtained from dynamic network services, or measured
by the application itself. While this highly layered approach
places a burden on the designers of the application software
stack, it also enables a huge degree of design flexibility
without the (sometimes insurmountable) overhead of changing
articulation points and redefining widely accepted interfaces.
More examples have been described in the literature [11].

The optimal point in the design of application architectures
is not fixed but varies according to the nature and complexity
of the applications and the partitioning and scheduling chal-
lenges of the execution environment. To further complicate
matters, these characteristics change over time as new tools
are developed as the environment itself evolves. Given these
factors, one way to address the design challenge is to define
an execution model that captures the greatest degree of com-
monality among the possible compositions while enabling the
greatest variety of specific choices.

The key to such generality is to expose the most funda-
mental components out of which distributed applications are
constructed, in a form that is maximally weak, simple and
general [4]. The simplest and most common model of the
various storage, networking and computational elements that
comprise the specification and implementation of a distributed
application is provided by Exposed Buffer Architecture.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION AND VALIDATION

A. EBP Implementation

Deployment of network architecture innovations is compli-
cated by the dominance of the Internet Protocol Suite at the
Network and Transport layers and the need for stability in both
commodity and research networks that are critical important
day-to-day operations.

Overlay solutions that are compatible with the architectural
rules of the current network inhibit effective use of information
and mechanisms that are restricted to the lower layers (e.g.,
routing and security policy). Native solutions can be deployed
when access to the lower layers is possible, for example
when the innovative service is being deployed by the owner
of the physical infrastructure (e.g., Content Delivery and
Cloud networks) or by their business partners. Extensions of
commodity networking environments (e.g., NFV) must remain
compatible with end user interfaces while allowing greater
configurability or programmability of network nodes. These
approaches have not yet yielded infrastructure that exhibit a
high degree of deployment scalability.

We propose an approach to deploying EBP that proceeds
using a combination of overlay and native mechanisms. An
EBP protocol can be encapsulated within IP packets, enabling
it to share physical infrastructure with commodity Internet
traffic, but virtual LANs or SDN can be used to keep EBP
traffic from being routed between networks. In essence, IP
is thus used as a convenient local area networking solution.
To connect local EBP domains Internet connectivity between
peering control plane nodes can be used. This approach
enables dedicated control plane nodes to be deployed, but
the EBP control plane can also be implemented within the
container execution capability of NFV-enabled routers.

B. EBA Validation

Validation of the design of wide area infrastructure is a very
challenging topic. This is due in part to the goal of deployment
scalability, which is defined in terms of the ultimate acceptance
of the design and its wide utility in application domains not
necessarily anticipated in advance. It is also due to the fact
that building wide area information infrastructure tends to
be a highly exclusive undertaking. While successive epochs
may overlap, there is generally a single dominant model at
any given time. During the period when telephone and radio
frequency broadcast media were dominant, the idea that packet
networking would arise as a force for convergence that would
ultimately dominate was widely unthinkable. In the current
period of packet networking and Cloud data centers, the idea
that further convergence could arise from the convergence of
storage, networking, and computation silos may seem similarly
implausible to many.

Various aspects of the proposed Exposed Buffer Processing
model have been validated in a number of different ways.
As described above, the Internet Backplane Protocol and Lo-
gistical Networking are overlay implementations of Exposed
Buffer Architecture which have been successfully used to build



a wide variety of different services and to display experimental
performance in overlay, as described in the literature [8], [12].
However, that record of success was achieved over the past 15
years, so the implementation details and performance levels do
not match the current vision of EBP as a unifying mechanism
at a much more fundamental level. It may seem a lot to ask of
a field that advances so rapidly in implementation technology
to extrapolate the lessons of past decades to design for the
future. Reestablishing the fundamental validity of the model
experimentally would take a development effort comparable
to the original overlay implementation– millions of dollars
applied in a multi-year project. Technological tradeoffs do not
occur on a timetable, and design insights gained in a previous
era may remain relevant even as times change.

Another mode of validation is the use of formal reasoning
in the design process. A search for the formal basis for End-
to-End Arguments [13] led to the formulation of the De-
ployment Scalability Tradeoff, the core of which is expressed
in the Hourglass Theorem [4]. Expressed in the language of
Program Logic, this theorem provides a theoretical basis for
the intuition of operating system and network designers that
the ”weakest” common interface should be used to support
a required set of applications in order to also maximizing
deployment scalability. Such an abstract foundation may seem
inaccessible to some infrastructure architects, but it is sup-
ported by many historical examples taken from as the design
of the Unix operating system and the Internet stack. Of course,
there may be doubts about whether abstract principles that help
explain the historical evolution of successful and unsuccessful
infrastructures are applicable as validation of a new paradigm
at a different layer of the infrastructure service stack.

Ultimately, the question for the skeptical reader is whether
the radical approach to convergence that we suggest is plau-
sible. We do not ask readers to conclude that we have the
ultimate protocol or implementation of the principles involved,
but only entertain the idea that following this design approach
has the potential to lead to a new epoch in innovation and
interoperability. The question is not whether the efficacy of
this architecture has been proved, but whether investigation
and development in this direction deserve the attention of
a community that has for decades been frustrated by the
constraints imposed by their own early successes.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Exposed Buffer Architecture grew out of responses to the
limitations of stateless networking. Efforts to address applica-
tion demands which are not well addressed by the conventional
client/server paradigm have led to a sequence of solutions
from FTP mirroring to Web caching, middle boxes and
network-embedded virtual machines running on multi-tenant
infrastructures: PlanetLab, GENI Racks, and most recently
NFV. At the same time, the demand for utility storage and
computing services have given rise to a sequence of solutions
based on distributed data centers from early online services
(e.g., Compuserve and AOL) to the computational Grid and
most recently the National Research Platform. Edge devices

and Fog data centers serving the Internet of Things combine
the functionality typically found in clouds with widespread
deployment in embedded environments. One increasingly im-
portant category of services that might naturally be expected
to be localized that currently are implemented as cloud ser-
vices supported by myriad proprietary edge devices are home
entertainment, security and management applications. Exposed
Buffer Processing uses the resources of network nodes to solve
problems of data logistics (combined movement, storage and
computing) in a common, primitive, interoperable form rather
than through the high-level services of silos.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented Exposed Buffer Architec-
ture, which can enable a radically expanded class of widely
deployable network services implemented at the Network
layer. EBA proposes to move the virtualization layer that
provides interoperability/portability in the implementation of
applications to the local layer, which is a generalization of
the Internet’s Link layert to include storage and processing
resources. This approach enables backward compatibility with
current Internet Protocol clients in Network layer services,
but does not require it. It defines a converged platform for
implementing new services as alternatives to the Internet.
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